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Tools to study network communities

Abstract19

Partitioning of contact networks into communities allows groupings of20

epidemiologically related nodes to be derived, that could inform the design of disease21

surveillance and control strategies, e.g. contact tracing or design of ‘firebreaks’ for22

disease spread. However, these are only of merit if they persist longer than the23

timescale of interventions. Here, we apply different methods to identify concordance24

between network partitions across time for two animal trading networks, those of25

salmon in Scotland (2002-4) and livestock in Great Britain (2003-4). Both trading26

networks are similar in that they moderately agree over time in terms of their27

community structures, but this concordance is higher – and therefore community28

structure is more consistent – when only the ‘core’ network of nodes involved in29

trading over the whole time series is considered. In neither case was higher agreement30

found between partitions close together in time. These measures differ in their31

absolute values unless appropriate standardisation is applied. Once standardised, the32

measures gave similar values for both network types.33

Keywords aquaculture; community; network; graph; movements34
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1. Introduction35

Movement of farmed animals is an important route for disease spread in what are highly36

structured industries. For example, sheep, cattle, and pigs were all involved in the UK37

epidemic of foot-and-mouth disease in 2001 (Shirley & Rushton, 2005), and movements38

of salmon were involved in the spread of infectious salmon anaemia (Murray et al. 2002).39

A network representation, where farm sites are represented by ‘nodes’, and potentially40

infectious contact by directed ‘arcs’ or undirected ‘edges’ is a powerful tool for studying41

the potential for disease spread and control (for a review of networks in preventive42

veterinary medicine, see Mart́ınez-López et al., 2009).43

Network communities represent partitions of nodes with a high level of44

within-partition connectivity (for a review, see Fortunato, 2010). In a strongly45

community-organised network, contact between communities may be relatively weak,46

and community algorithms can provide us with natural groupings of epidemiologically47

related nodes, derived from the network itself rather than artificially imposed.48

Uncommon inter-community links might furthermore be considered as potential targets49

for proactive targeted surveillance, or reactively in disease control (Kao et al. 2006; Green50

et al. 2009; Salathé & Jones, 2010). That is to say, removing the disease transmission risk of51

such contacts could reduce the size of potential epidemics by creating ‘firebreaks’,52

particularly where these contacts are long distance. However, these analyses are only of53

merit if partitions can be used predictively; that is, if community structure changes more54

slowly than we collect data in order to inform surveillance or disease control strategy.55

A key problem here is that objective measures of the rate of change of large-scale56

network structure are not clearly defined, nor how large a change must be to heavily57

compromise disease control strategies. In this short paper, we consider the first part of58

this question, by comparing different methods for determining how network community59

structures change, or not, over time. We apply these methods to two movement networks60

of farmed animals, to investigate whether networks closer in time have more similar61

network structure. The two networks are that of live Atlantic salmon Salmo salar62

movements within Scotland 2002 to 2004, and that of livestock (pigs, sheep, cattle) in63

Great Britain for 2003 to 2004.64
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2. Method65

2.1. Data66

The network of live fish movements in Scotland has been described for salmonid species67

(brown trout Salmo trutta, rainbow trout Onchorhynchus mykiss, Atlantic salmon S. salar)68

by Green et al. (2009) and Munro & Gregory (2009). Here, we extend and refine their69

analysis to a three-year dataset of Atlantic salmon alone for 2002-4. In brief, these data70

comprise movements of live fish (egg to adult) between registered sites in Scotland, where71

paper records of both off and on movements were legible and in agreement. Data are held72

by the Fish Health Inspectorate of Marine Scotland.73

For the network of livestock movements, the partitions used here are derived from74

the data extract used by Kao et al. (2006). Their data set comprised data from January75

2003 to December 2004 for cattle (Cattle Tracing System) and sheep and pigs (Animal76

Movements Licence System, England and Wales; Scottish Agricultural Movements77

System, Scotland). A full description is given by Kao et al. (2006).78

Both data sets provide source and destination premises, species and number79

moved, and date. Data were segregated into time periods (years for fish, four-week80

periods for livestock), with each network described by an adjacency matrix A. Here,81

Aij = 1 implies movement of animals from node (site) i to node j (zero for no contact).82

The number of in and out connections for node i are given by kout
i and kin

i , the total83

number of nodes by n, and the total number of arcs by M .84

2.2. Graph partitioning85

Communites were identified for the two datasets using related partitioning algorithms.86

For the fish network, the measure of community fit used is that defined by87

Q =
1

M

∑
i,j

(
Aij −

kout
i kin

j

M

)
[Xi = Xj]

where Xi is the community ‘label’ of node i. The Iverson bracket [· = ·] returns one if the88

condition inside is true, and zero otherwise. This formulation – as described by Kao et al.89
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(2006) and Leicht & Newman (2008) – accounts for the strong directed nature of the fish90

network. Higher Q indicates a larger fraction of arcs within communities. ‘Lone’ nodes in91

a network, with no movements during the period of interest, gain a unique label.92

However, it could be argued that without network activity, such nodes are not part of the93

network at all (further discussed in the Results section). The livestock network was94

treated similarly, except that the partition data available were based on undirected edges.95

For both systems, we employ a ‘hill-climbing’ algorithm (Newman, 2004; Danon et.96

al. 2005). This begins by assigning each node a unique community label Xi = i. Each97

possible merger of two communities is considered, with that providing the largest98

positive change in Q accepted. This step is repeated until a maximum Q is reached, for99

which the corresponding community assignments are taken as the ‘best fit’. Though other100

algorithms may find improved partitions, this one has the benefit of being practicable on101

very large networks such as that for livestock movements.102

2.3. Entropy measures103

Borrowing concepts from information theory, entropy-based measures can be used to104

compare multiple partitions of the same network (Strehl et al. 2002; Vinh et al. 2009).105

Beginning with two vectors X and Y containing community labels for two partitions, two106

vectors U and V are built containing the number of nodes present in each community in107

X and Y : Uu =
∑

i[Xi = u]; Vu =
∑

i[Yi = u]. Also, an n× n matrix is defined containing the108

frequency combinations of communities in both X and Y : Wuv =
∑

i,j[Xi = u][Yj = v]. For109

two networks with congruent partitions, this matrix contains only a single non-zero110

element in each row and column. The Shannon entropy (a measure of the information111

content of a dataset) is calculated for the partitions of each network (H(U) and H(V )),112

and that of the matrix of community combinations, the ‘joint entropy’ H(U,V ).113

H(U) = −
∑

u

Uu

n
log

Uu

n

H(U,V ) = −
∑
u,v

Wuv

n
log

Wuv

n
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Choice of logarithm base does not affect the end result below, and by definition,114

0× log 0 = 0. The mutual information I(U,V ) = H(U) + H(V )−H(U,V ) then measures the115

amount of information shared between the two partitions – and thus their similarity –116

with a lower bound of zero, but no upper bound. For comparison between networks, a117

normalised measure of similarity is required. A simple approach is to scale I by its118

maximum potential value (it cannot exceed the minimum of H(U) and H(V )), giving the119

normalised mutual information 0 ≤ NMI1 ≤ 1:120

NMI1 =
I(U,V )

min(H(U), H(V ))
.

Alternatively, we can scale by the geometric mean of these two quantities (Strehl et al.121

2002), 0 ≤ NMI2 ≤ NMI1:122

NMI2 =
I(U,V )√

H(U)H(V )
.

For correlation coefficients such as Pearson’s or Spearman’s, a value of zero is123

obtained where there is no relationship, i.e. under the null hypothesis. However here,124

under a reasonable null hypothesis that communities are assigned randomly, the125

expectation of I(U,V ), E0(I(U,V )) is not generally zero and depends upon the size126

distribution of communities (Vinh et al. 2009). A further approach is to normalise I127

against this expectation, providing the adjusted mutual information AMI (Vinh et al.128

2009), with a maximum of one, zero under the null hypothesis, and negative where there129

is less agreement between network communities than would be expected by chance.130

AMI =
I(U,V )− E0(I(U,V ))

min(H(U), H(V ))− E0(I(U,V ))

This definition of AMI is similar in form to that of Cohen’s Kappa statistic, and has a lower131

value than NMI1 except where E0(I(U,V )) is vanishingly small. Vinh et al. (2009) suggest132

using max(·, ·) not min(·, ·), however the min term has more in common with the formula133

for NMI2 above. Unlike correlation coefficients, its minimum possible value is not defined134

to be−1. A permutation test was employed to determine the mean and distribution of135

E0(I) allowing for calculation of AMI and its significance. One of the vectors X and Y is136

repeatedly shuffled, removing association between the node labels in X and Y . On each137
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permutation, I(U,V ) is recalculated. The original I(U,V ) can be compared with the138

distribution of these permuted versions.139

2.4. Pair-based measures140

Pairs of nodes can be examined with respect to whether or not they are in the same141

communities. Pairs of nodes that were in the same community in the two partitions were142

counted: x =
∑

i,j 6=i[Xi = Xj] and y =
∑

i,j 6=i[Yi = Yj], as well as pairs that were in the same143

community in both partitions: a =
∑

i,j 6=i[Xi = Xj][Yi = Yj], or in different communities in144

both: b =
∑

i,j 6=i[Xi 6= Xj][Yi 6= Yj].145

From these values, the probability that a pair of nodes present in the same146

community in partition X are also in the same community in partition Y was calculated:147

P (pair in Y |pair in X) = a
x

. However, this metric is not necessarily symmetric with respect148

to X and Y , unlike the earlier measures. Instead, the geometric mean of both possible149

probabilites was taken: P̄ = a√
xy

(Wallace, 1983; quoted in Meilă, 2007). These150

probabilities benefit from being easily interpretable. A further pair-based measure of151

clustering similarity, the Rand index R = a+b
n(n−1)

(Rand, 1971), was also calculated.152

Again, these measures do not equal zero under the null hypothesis that the two153

partitions are independent. The statistical significance of both was determined through a154

permutation test and – as with the mutual information – standardised according to155

[φ− E0(φ)]/[1− E0(φ)], where φ is the measure of interest, giving an adjusted Rand index156

AR and an adjusted probability related to P̄ , AP̄ .157

3. Results and Discussion158

For the salmon movement network (n = 502), the unadjusted indices NMI1, P̄ and R gave159

numbers of different magnitude, despite their apparent normalisation (Table 1). This160

reflects their different values under their null models. A P̄ index of∼ 0.3 is easily161

interpretable as the proportion of same-community node pairs that persist across both162

partitions. Once ‘adjusted’, the range of values was narrower, with the pair-based indices163

giving almost coincidental values (Table 1). This coincidence was also evident for the164
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livestock network, thus in Figure 1 only the index R is shown. The null model for the165

permutation test was amended for the fish network to account for variation in the activity166

of nodes between years: Those nodes with no links were not considered during the167

reshuffling process to prevent their single-node communities being spuriously reassigned168

to other nodes.169

For the much larger livestock network (n = 141607; see supplementary animation),170

networks were built from four-week periods of data. As with the fish network, all171

correlations were statistically significant (P < 0.05). These networks show a marked172

seasonal pattern (Kao et al. 2006) with a higher density of arcs due to an autumn peak in173

sheep trading. This seasonality was still noticeable despite normalisation as a peak in174

AMI values for networks 13 four-week periods (i.e. one year) apart (Fig. 1). Though this175

peak may represent a real similarity in the trading structure at particular times of year,176

Meilă (2007) raises concerns over the use of adjusted indices for comparison purposes177

where the baseline and actual values may vary non-linearly.178

To explore this further, we accounted for seasonality in trading volume by179

considering only a ‘core’ sub-network of nodes that were active in each of the 25 networks180

examined (n = 6424). The AMI values together with the Rand index R are shown for this181

core network in Figure 1, showing close agreement between the three statistics and much182

reduced seasonality in community structure. Taking the ‘core’ network of n = 208 nodes183

for the salmon network, a similar result is found as for the whole fish network, albeit with184

higher values (Table 1).185

Though both sets of networks show moderate agreement between partitions at186

different time points, in neither case was a higher agreement between networks closer in187

time apparent. One possible explanation of this is that there are no significant long-term188

trends in community structure for either network, or that any such trends operate on189

timescales either longer or shorter than examined in this study. There may also be other190

trends and patterns within the data that remain observed. For example, the partitions191

above are not absolutes: different measures and algorithms could produce different192

groupings. Also, no allowance is made in this approach for the potential for sub- and193

super-community network structure (Kao et al. 2006; Green et al. 2009).194
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The unadjusted indices give a wide selection of values for the same network,195

however once adjusted they are more similar. Those for P̄ coincided with R. However,196

whether this is in general the case or is network dependent remains to be established.197

The computational efficiency of the measures varies: Despite their apparent complexity,198

the entropy-based measures are relatively fast to compute, particularly for large networks,199

since they do not rely on counting edges.200

4. Conclusions201

In conclusion, for both networks a significant and non-trivial level of concordance202

between network partitions over time was seen. Dissimilarity in partitions, however,203

appears to represent random variation rather than decay in partition similarity over time204

for both networks. Characterising the way networks change over time remains a205

challenging problem. Our results suggest that despite the fact that many features change,206

a large part of the intermediate structure is conserved over time, particularly in the core207

network. Nevertheless, the how stable a contact network must remain over time to be208

epidemiologically useful for disease surveillance and control remains to be explored,209

potentially through simulation of dynamic disease control measures on dynamic network210

epidemic models.211
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Caption for figure254

Figure 1: Measures of agreement for network communities based on livestock movements
of cattle, sheep and pigs in Great Britain (2003-4). Means and standard errors of measures
for all possible combinations of four-week periods are shown, stratified by time difference
in periods (1 to 24). Shown are the adjusted Rand index R (solid line) and entropy measure
AMI (dashed line) for the ‘core’ network, with AMI for the entire network (dotted line).
Probability P̄ coincided with R and is not shown.

Caption for animation file [electronic]255

Animation of livestock movement network communities in Great Britain, 2003-4; nodes256

(sites) sharing the same community label are indicated by the same colour.257
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